
The DISPENSE-RITE BCDS-BFL Boxed Cone Dispenser Stand is designed to accommodate
a variety of different boxed cone sizes.  Please consult the chart shown on the reverse side to
determine the proper adapter and baffle plate required for your particular cone type.

INSTALLING PROPER ADAPTER AND BAFFLE PLATE INTO DISPENSER

1. Determine the proper adapter and baffle plate required for your application
by referring to the chart shown on the reverse side of this sheet.

2. If #108B baffle plate is required no further modifications are necessary
prior to use.  Continue on to instructions below regarding loading your
boxed cones into the dispenser.

3. If #102B baffle plate is required remove #108B and replace with #102B.
Insert #102L adapter into the two front holes of the unit’s head, and push
down firmly so that the back tabs sit inside the embossings on the rear of
the head.

4. If #104B baffle plate is required remove #108B and replace with #104B.
Insert #104L adapter (if required) into the two front holes of the unit’s
head, and push down firmly so that the back tabs sit inside the
embossings on the rear of the head.

LOADING THE CONE BOX IN THE DISPENSING STAND

1. Lay your cone box on its side and open the bottom flaps.  Remove the
carton flaps (tear or cut off).  Open the plastic bag liner and stretch the bag
up and over the carton sides so that the cones are visible.  Remove the
chipboard stand and/or pad.

2. Lay the dispenser stand on its side, slide the open end of the cone carton
into the dispensing unit.

3. Holding the cone carton securely, stand the entire unit upright.  Cones
should partially fall through the four holes in the baffle plate.

4. Your DISPENSE-RITE Boxed Cone Dispenser is now ready for use.
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BCDS-BFL  Boxed Cone Dispenser Stand Instructions
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BCDS-BFL  Boxed Cone Dispenser Stand Reference Chart
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